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Abstract 
Two kinds of methods of artificial neural network, which are used to recognized toxic gas, are presented and the 
effects of recognition are also compared. Firstly, the composition and principle of sensor array sensitive to toxic gas 
are introduced. Two kinds of neural network models, Back-Propagation Neural Network (BP) and Self-Organizing 
Feature Map (SOM), for qualitative analysis and recognition to three kinds of gas (CO, SO2, NO2) in sensor array 
system are utilized. The results show that preciseness rate of the two recognitions reaches 100%, but the identify 
capacity of SOM, such as study time and training epochs, is better than BP in entirety. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of [name organizer] 
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1.  Introduction  
The pollution of harmful gas produced by coal-filled plant has become more and more serious. The gas, 
including SO2, NOxǃCO2ǃCO, has made great effect on global warming and acid rain. So it is a long, 
difficult and urgent task to tackle with the coal-filled plant’s emission of harmful gas[1,2]. Although the 
government has made clear standards about gas produced by the coal-filled plant, the test and identification 
ability of harmful gas are the direct and effective guarantee to supervise it. The technique of testing gases 
based on sole gas sensor is mature now, so the study of gas sensor-column technique is popular [3]. 
As an important constituent part of sensor array technique, pattern recognition technique plays an 
important role in performance of the system. Quite a number of pattern recognition methods have been 
used to analyze the response produced by sensor array [4], such as principle component analysis (PCA), 
cluster analysis(CA), and classical multivariate analysis(MVA), including non-linear partial least square 
(PLS) and partial model building(PMB), etc. With its own characteristic of self-study, self-organization, 
associative memory and parallel processing, artificial neural networks (ANN) is widely used in problems 
which are difficult to deal with by traditional methods and has become the important means of senor array 
technique[5]. 
Comparing with these classical techniques, ANN is far superior. The networks are capable of 
recognizing spatial, temporal or other relationships and performing tasks like classification, prediction and 
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function estimation. There are several advantages in applying ANN as opposed to any other mathematical 
or statistical techniques [5]. For instance, their generalization abilities are particularly useful because data 
are often noise, distorted and incomplete in a practical problem. In cases where making decision is 
sensitive to small changes in the input, neural networks play an important role. Nevertheless, ANN have 
some disadvantages as well, since the choice of the way in which the inputs are processed is often largely 
subjective and different results may be obtained for the same problem. Furthermore, deciding on the 
optimal architecture and training procedure is often difficult. Many problems would need different 
subjective considerations, including speed, generalization and error minimization [6]. 
This paper apply error Back-Propagation Neural Network and Self-Organizing Feature Map to identify 
the neural network sensor-column system and imitate, analyze and identity the output data sensor of 3 
kinds of gases (CO, SO2 NO2. ). 
2. System Constitution and Operating Principle 
2.1 Constitution of the System 
Figure 1: test system. It is composed of gas-sensitive sensor column, signal processing unit and mode 
identify unit. 
Figure 1. Test System 
1) Hardware 
As the basic element of perception of gas, gas-sensitive Sensor change the surface layer function of 
different taste molecule into testable sign teams which is convenient to compute and is related to time by 
adopting various selective gas-sensitive sensor column and using the cross-sensitivity of various of gas in 
order to analyze the mixing gas. 
2) Software 
(a)Signal processing subsystem. The function of this system is to filter and exchange the signals input 
by the sensor column and the most important is to extract the characteristics. Different subsystems of 
signals processing are divided by extract methods.  
(b) Pattern recognition subsystem. It is to process the signals input correctly to get information related 
to elements and density of gas. Figure 2 shows the identify process, that is, to identify the qualification of 
gas by using certain calculation. 
Figure 2. Pattern Recognition Subsystem 
2.2 Operating Principle 
The operating principle of sensor column is to imitate human’s smell organs to feel, analyze and judge 
the gas. While operating, some gas exists before an active material, then sensor change the chemistry 
signals into electronic signals. The response from different sensors of a kind of gas is the sensor column’s 
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response spectrum to it. Obviously, all kinds of chemistry elements in the gas can function with the 
sensitive material, so this response spectrum is the broad response spectrum of the gas. To fulfill the 
quality and quantity analysis of the gas, it is necessary to preprocess the sensor signals then process it by 
suitable mood-identify and analysis method. In theory, each gas has its own characteristic response 
spectrum, based on which different tastes can be identified. While we can use gas sensitive sensor to form 
the column-test of the different gas’s cross sensitivity, then to analyze the mix gas by suitable analysis 
method. 
3. Artificial Neural Network Model 
3.1 BP Network Model 
A back-propagation neural network is a multilayer feed forward neural network. These networks are 
referred to as back-propagation networks, mainly because error back-propagation is the learning algorithm 
used. Standard back-propagation is a gradient descent algorithm. The simplest implementation of back-
propagation learning updates the network weights and biases in the direction in which the performance 
function decreases most rapidly, the negative of the gradient. 
Suppose that network can be divided into 2 layers, that is, input neuron with the i, and conceal neuron 
with the j and output neuron with the k, in figure 3. 
Figure 3. Structure of BP Network  
3.2 SOM network model 
Self-organizing mapping network is a non-teacher neural network which was advanced by Kohoen in 
1981[5]. Self-organizing mapping network can learn to detect regularities and correlations in their input 
and adapt their future responses to that input accordingly. The neurons of competitive network learn to 
recognize groups of similar input vectors. Self-organizing maps learn to recognize groups of similar input 
vectors in such a way that a competitive layer automatically learns to classify input vectors. However, the 
classes that the competitive layer finds are dependent only on the distance between input vectors. If two 
input vectors are very similar, the competitive layer probably will put them in the same class.  The 
structure of SOM networks is seen in figure 4. 
Figure 4. Structure of SOM Networks 
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Suppose that the input is X
nR , the weight between output neuron I and input unit is 
n
i Rw  , then 
the output of output neuron is i
o
:
io  = Xwi                                                                       (1) 
The practical response unit of network k, this neuron is decided by the system of competition like 
“wins have all” , the output is :  
^ `i
i
k oo max 
                                                                   (2) 
4. Simulated Result and Discussion 
The simulated data are from reference [7].The data are collected by testing COǃSO2ǃNO2 with 3 
kinds of gas sensor (CO sensor, SO2 sensor, NO2 sensor) and there are 30 teams, 15 of which are training 
samples, 15 of which are testing samples. 
4.1 Identified Result based on BP Network 
Firstly we have to input a data team into neuron network, hoping output [1ˈ0ˈ0]ǃ[0ˈ1ˈ0]ǃ[0ˈ
0ˈ1] responded to 3 kinds of gas(COǃSO2ǃNO2). When the fixed error index of the network is 0.001, 
stop training, fixed network weight and node threshold. Then input another data team into the network 
trained to get the predicted result. For the classifier, if the predicated result is greater than 0.7, we consider 
it as 1, while the predicated result above 0.3 is considered as 0, the predication between them is considered 
as error. 
There is an implied layer in selected BP network, and the number of input neuron is equal to the total 
number in the gas sensor. Then the neuron number in the implied layer should be decided by training. If 
the number is 4(in table I), the network error is smallest. While there should be 3 output neurons. 
TABLE I. Results of Neuron Number in BP network 
Neuron Number 4 5 6 7 8 
Network Error 0.1602 0.2367 0.2342 0.1971 0.2413 
 The result shows that after 24 times’ training, the BP network with the implied layer neuron 4 has best 
approximation effect on the function, because its error is the smallest and the network has gain target error 
by the 24 time’s training. Although the error of implied layer neuron 7 is also small, its training steps are 
more than implied layer neuron 4, so the neuron number of network implied is set as 4. 
The function of the network is 3:4:3. The initial value and the node threshold are fixed. The error 
standard is set as 0.0001; the max training step is 1000.  The imitated result shows that after 18times’ 
training, the target of network is achieved. The training result is showed in figure 5. 
Figure 5. Training Results of BP Network 
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The curve graph of identifying the error of CO, SO2 and NO2 is showed in figure 6, figure 7 and figure 
8. And the results of recognition are shown in table II. 
Figure 6. Error Curve of Identifying CO  
Figure 7. Error Curve of Identifying SO2
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TABLE II. Recognition Results Based on BP Network 
NO. Output of Network Detection Results Real gas 
02 0.9981 -0.0046 0.0059 CO CO 
04 0.9898 -0.0016 0.0117 CO CO 
06 0.9781 0.0338 -0.0119 CO CO 
08 0.9811 0.0035 0.0154 CO CO 
10 0.9808 -0.0072 0.0260 CO CO 
12 0.0200 0.9849 -0.0078 SO2 SO2
14 0.0227 0.9996 -0.0256 SO2 SO2
16 0.0135 1.0140 -0.0314 SO2 SO2
18 0.0272 1.0005 -0.0322 SO2 SO2
20 0.0305 0.9980 -0.0338 SO2 SO2
22 0.0038 0.0062 0.9864 NO2 NO2
24 0.0000 0.0105 0.9880 NO2 NO2
26 0.0027 0.0086 0.9871 NO2 NO2
28 0.0055 0.0065 0.9861 NO2 NO2
30 0.0087 0.0042 0.9851 NO2 NO2
 It will be seen from this that when the error index is 0.001, the training step of BP network mode is 18, 
the accuracy rate of gas identify is 100%. 
4.2 The Identified Result based on SOM Network 
To build SOM mode, firstly, the output of three sensors responses are used as the input of neuron 
network, and three gas sensors as the output of neuron network. To show each sample’s characteristic by 3 
sensors output and input mode of the network is defined as:  
 kkkk PPPP 321 ,,                                                        (3) 
To create a SOM network by using function newsom. P is the input quantity; minmas (p) specifies the 
max and min quantity of vector element input. [5 6] shows function with the competitive layer of network 
creation 5*6, the structure of the network is changeable. 
   Then the network are trained and imitated by using function of train and imitating function sim.  
Because the training step influences the clustering capabilities of network, the training step is specified as 
1,2,3,4 respectively to observe its classification capabilities. The operating result is showed in table III. 
According to the result, if the step is before 6, there must be a certain error. While when the step is 6, 
the accuracy rate of gas classification is 100%. The training time of SOM calculation is short the steps is 
small, and can identify the gas correctly. 
Form the result, BF mode needs long time to study and more training steps, while the SOM mode needs 
short time and its training steps are obviously less than the BP mode’s. In this imitation, on the whole, the 
identify capabilities of SOM calculation is better than BP calculation. 
TABLE III.  Clustering Results of SOM Network 
 Training Step 
Number 
Clustering Results 
1 30 4 1 1 1 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30
2 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 5 1 1 1 
3 30 30 30 30 30 4 5 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 
4 3 5 5 5 5 3 3 30 30 30 4 1 1 1 1 
5 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 2 2 1 1 1 
6 30 30 30 30 30 4 4 4 4 4 1 1 1 1 1 
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5. Conclusion 
This essay does qualitative identify the output signals of sensor column (three kinds of harmful and 
sensitive gas, CO, SO2, NO2) based on neuron network method. And compare the characteristic of BP and 
SOM, the result shows that these two methods can identify the three kinds of gases effectively, the identify 
rate can reach 100%. But the performance of SOM is better in study time, training time, etc. 
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